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CINDER
by Marissa Meyer

Cinder, a gifted mechanic, is a cyborg. She's a second-class citizen

with a mysterious past, reviled by her stepmother and blamed for

her stepsister's illness. But when her life becomes intertwined with

the handsome Prince Kai's, she suddenly finds herself at the center

of an intergalactic struggle, and a forbidden attraction. Caught

between duty and freedom, loyalty and betrayal, she must uncover

secrets about her past in order to protect her world's future.

—  WHAT  TO  READ  NEXT  —

THE BLACK GOD'S DRUMS
by P. Djèlí Clark

Creeper, a scrappy young teen, is done living on the streets of New

Orleans. Her sights are set on securing passage aboard a smuggler

airship. Her ticket: earning Captain Ann-Marie’s trust using a secret

about  a mysterious weapon called The Black God’s Drums. But

Creeper has another secret—Oya, the African orisha of the wind and

storms, who speaks inside her head and grants her divine powers.

And Oya has her own priorities concerning Creeper and Ann-Marie.

AURORA RISING
by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff

The year is 2380, and the graduating cadets of Aurora Academy are

being assigned their first missions. Star pupil Tyler Jones is ready to

recruit the squad of his dreams, but instead he's stuck with the

dregs of the Academy. His real problem is Aurora Jie-Lin O’Malley,

the girl he’s just rescued from inter-dimensional space. Trapped in

cryo-sleep for two centuries, Auri is a girl out of time and out of her

depth. But she could be the catalyst that starts a war millions of

years in the making.

WARCROSS
by Marie Lu

Warcross isn’t just a game. Struggling to make ends meet, teenage

hacker Emika Chen works as a bounty hunter, tracking down

players who bet on the game illegally. When Emika accidentally

glitches herself into the International Warcross Championships, the

creator of the game has a proposal. He needs a spy on the inside of

this year’s tournament. Soon her investigation uncovers a sinister

plot, with major consequences for the entire Warcross empire.

ALIENATED
by Melissa Landers

Two years ago, the aliens made contact. High school senior Cara

Sweeney agrees to participate in Earth's first intergalactic high

school exchange program. Humans and L’eihrs have nearly identical

DNA, but cold, infuriatingly brilliant Aelyx couldn’t seem more alien

—and, somehow, she's fallen hard for him. But Aelyx has been hiding

the truth and it could have deadly consequences.

ILLUMINAE
by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff

Kady thought breaking up with Ezra was the worst thing she'd ever

been through. That was before her planet was invaded.  A deadly

plague has broken out and the warship fleet's AI, which should be

protecting them, may actually be their biggest threat. Nobody in

charge will say what's really going on, but Kady and Ezra must work

together to get to the truth.

REBOOT
by Amy Tintera

Five years ago, Wren Connolly was shot three times in the chest. After

178 minutes she came back as a Reboot: stronger, faster, able to heal,

and less emotional. The longer Reboots are dead, the less human they

are when they return. Wren is tasked with eliminating a hapless new

recruit—she has never disobeyed before and knows if she does, she’ll

be eliminated, too. But she has also never felt as alive as she does

around Callum. The perfect soldier is done taking orders.


